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Avoiding “Ally Theater” in Legal Writing Assignments

By Emily A. Bishop

Emily A. Bishop is a Westfield Fellow and Director of the Lawyering Program at Loyola University New Orleans College of Law in New Orleans, La.

Writing assignments play an important role in our students’ first year of law school. Students immerse themselves in the fact patterns and relevant rules of law for weeks at a time, inhabiting a fictional world with very real issues and problems. That immersion creates a long-lasting impact. Thus, legal writing assignments provide a good opportunity to introduce topics that require students to “address the needs and problems of a multicultural society.”

Topics that implicate issues of race, gender, or sexual orientation can spark student interest and generate challenging but enlightening discussions. The most substantive method of incorporating issues of diversity into legal writing assignments involves an assignment centered on “competing claims or values among diverse populations.”

In 2018, the need for these assignments seems particularly strong. Events such as the 2015 United States Supreme Court decision in Obergefell v. Hodges suggest that we are “teaching in the tip,” as certain issues are “teetering between becoming closed or remaining open as a matter of public policy debate.” Events such as the August 2017 white supremacist rally in Charlottesville, Virginia, show that battles for basic civil rights are not over. When law schools decline to address current events that lay bare the role of the legal system in perpetuating inequality, all students suffer from the lost opportunity for dialogue, and students from marginalized communities can find the school’s silence demoralizing and dehumanizing.

A complete discussion about incorporating these issues—particularly issues of race—into the legal writing curriculum requires acknowledging that the legal writing profession is overwhelmingly white. “In the 2014–2015 academic year, 88.6% of all [LRW] faculty were Caucasian,” as were 73% of new hires for the 2014–2015 academic year. Thus, at many law schools, first-year writing assignments are likely planned and executed by an all-white or majority-white team of professors.

This fact carries risks. A possible solution to these risks involves the diversification of the legal writing community. But that takes time. Meanwhile, if white professors collectively back away from writing assignments implicating issues of race, effectively sitting in a holding pattern until law faculties diversify, they risk signaling to students of color that these issues are not important, or not relevant to the work of a novice legal writer. A better strategy

---


3 See, e.g., Teri A. McMurtry-Chubb, Writing at the Master’s Table: Reflections on Theft, Criminality, and Otherness in the Legal Writing Profession, 2 DREXEL L. REV. 41, 56 (2009) (noting that teachers from minority groups offer perspectives that “challenge closely held norms and create, and re-create, different legal truths.”).
“White privilege and ignorance could lead a well-meaning white professor to execute an assignment in a way that magnifies the problems faced by law students from marginalized groups.”

For white professors involves more thorough study of the construct of race, racial bias, and their effects on law students of color before introducing writing assignments on potentially charged topics. This may allow them to use their privilege to provide a forum for discussion of issues of race, in a way that will not disproportionately burden students of color.

In this article, I use the concept of “ally theater” to reframe some of the risks inherent in white professors’ use of legal writing problems centered on issues of race. In Part I, I explain the origins of “ally theater” in online social media, discuss the risk that a similar phenomenon could occur within legal writing courses, and identify a more effective form of allyship for white legal writing professors. In Part II, I recommend that white law professors—whose privilege makes them less inclined to notice the conditions that cause law students of color to bear additional burdens in comparison to their white counterparts—assume that these conditions are present in their classrooms. In Part III, I list specific strategies that white legal writing professors can use to address the assumptions presented in Part II.

I. What is “ally theater”?

I have borrowed the concept of “ally theater” from BGD, a blog and online forum designed “to amplify the voices, experiences and expressions of queer and trans people of color.” There, Princess Harmony Rodriguez, a trans woman, described an online phenomenon she calls “violent solidarity”: a member of an in-group, who wants to be seen as an “ally” to a marginalized group, engages in a kind of theater, performing acts of public allyship. The self-described ally supposedly “calls out” oppressive behavior by sharing content on social media depicting violence against marginalized group members. In sharing this content, however, the ally engages in “a form of mental and emotional violence” by reminding readers from the marginalized group “how much [they are] despised, detested, and reviled for being who [they are]” without actually providing meaningful help. Whether the self-described ally does this only to earn “a pat on the head” from readers or with less self-serving intentions, “neither one is okay.”

In another post, BGD Editor-in-Chief Mia McKenzie observed that “allyship’ has become more pointless performance than anything actually useful to marginalized people.” McKenzie urged privileged people to avoid ally theater and instead strive for real solidarity, which requires action—specifically, “listen[ing] to what marginalized groups ask of them and then do[ing] that.”

The potential exists for white professors to engage in ally theater, perhaps unwittingly, in the legal writing classroom. White privilege and ignorance could lead a well-meaning white professor to execute an assignment in a way that magnifies the problems faced by law students from marginalized groups. The facts of a writing assignment on a racially charged issue will likely implicate violence toward, or institutional oppression of, a marginalized group. By introducing the assignment, the professor requires students from the marginalized group to confront the historical and ongoing mistreatment of their group. Not only that, but they must do it while competing academically alongside dominant-group classmates who do not face the same burden.

If the professor introduces the writing assignment without mitigating its burdens on students from marginalized groups, and without provoking dominant-group students to reevaluate their perspectives, the result is a form of ally theater.

In the rest of this essay, I offer suggestions to combat that risk. In Part II, I recommend

---

7 See Vernā A. Myers, Moving Diversity Forward: How To Go From Well-Meaning to Well-Doing 156-60 (discussing use of white privilege to fight bias).


assuming that existing classroom conditions disproportionately burden law students of color. In Part III, I offer specific strategies that the professor might use to mitigate those burdens.

II. Assumptions about the legal writing classroom

Law students of color must work to overcome burdens that do not exist for white law students. White professors cannot simply hope that students of color will automatically feel included in the classroom, or that no white student will ever make a biased remark. A better strategy incorporates the assumption that the following conditions impact any class discussion of race and the law.11

A. The legal writing classroom is a white space

First, white professors can assume that no participant in the legal writing classroom is a blank slate when it comes to matters of race. In many law schools, the legal writing classroom is a white space because human actions and events are evaluated mainly by reference to white perspectives and experiences.

1. White experiences are the baseline for evaluating all other events

As the longstanding beneficiaries of laws and institutions that benefit Caucasians, white people tend not to think about their own whiteness. Nor do they tend to think about individual norms as inherently white-specific. As a result, law schools operate within a “white racial frame,”12 and white professors and law students are disinclined to examine their school’s history of exclusion of people of color, or its focus on a curriculum that prioritizes the theories of white elites. Furthermore, within this white frame, white perspectives are the baseline for understanding human experience, including the legal system. Thus, evaluations of the law are held out as “objective” or “neutral” even though they stem from a white world view.

Many community members of color navigate law school as outsiders. Meanwhile, because of the white racial frame, white participants tend to view their own experiences as the norm (instead of as products of their race), and the experiences of law students of color as abnormal. Thus, white law students may expect that law students of color will discuss the law without reference to their own experiences. And when law students of color do reference their own race-related experiences, white participants may judge these comments negatively as a failure to maintain objectivity.13

2. White participants are likely to view racism only as a problem for people of color, and perpetrated only by individuals with invidious intent

The white racial frame also may affect white participants’ understanding of racism.

First, white participants may view racism as a problem that does not involve them.

Because they do not personally feel its effects. Second, white participants may be more inclined to “think of racism as voluntary, intentional conduct done by horrible others,” and not as institutional or structural racism.

This limited understanding of racism can lead white participants to assume that avoiding racism requires either colorblindness or the mastery of “some magical set of cross-racial manners” that will allow them to come across as a “good person.” They then may not recognize or acknowledge their role in perpetuating systemic racism.

3. White participants assume that white space is comfortable for everyone

Because white participants tend to think of whiteness as the norm, they tend to assume that the classroom is equally comfortable for all participants. In her study of students at two elite law schools, Dr. Wendy Leo Moore observed that white law students in the schools’ student council organizations typically chose bars frequented mostly by white patrons for law school social events, despite repeated requests from students of color for more racially mixed venues. She concluded that the white students “assumed that white cultural spaces would be acceptable to everyone.” Similarly, if the typical legal writing classroom functions as a white space, then the white students participating in the class are less likely to realize that others are apprehensive about it and the discussions that occur there.

B. Typical legal instruction emphasizes unemotional neutrality and objectivity

Next, the white professor can assume that elsewhere in law school—and perhaps even in the classroom—the students are learning that “thinking like a lawyer” requires both divorcing reason from emotion and prioritizing reason. This approach is superficially attractive because successful attorneys and business leaders are often known for their emotional restraint. But this “bleached out” view of law practice “assumes that it is possible for people to ‘check’ their identities at the door once they become lawyers,” and likewise possible for law students to reject emotional responses to oppression in the law school classroom. This view disproportionately impacts students from historically-oppressed groups. When these students do speak with emotion, listeners frequently dismiss their reactions as irrelevant and label the speakers “too angry” or “too emotional.” Thus, students of color learn that to succeed in law school and law practice, they must suppress their emotional reactions to oppression.

1. Emotional reactions are frequently dismissed as irrelevant, and students who express emotion are labeled “too angry” or “too emotional”

Many law professors deliberately or unconsciously discourage expressions of emotion in the classroom. The ability to recognize and isolate emotional responses is important to legal work. Nonetheless, the automatic labeling of personal speech as unacceptable tends to legitimize the comments of white men (whose comments are not viewed as personal because white experiences form the basis for social and legal norms), and to devalue the comments of students of color and women. Professors might signal the unacceptability of emotional comments by fumbling to incorporate them
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13 Wildman & Davis, supra note 11, at 897. See also Mia McKenzie, Whack Jobs Are Not The Problem (You Are), in BLACK GIRL DANGEROUS, supra note 8, at 57-58.

14 Irving, supra note 11, at 126.

15 Moore, supra note 11, at 99-100.
into the broader discussion or dismissing them entirely. Fellow students can signal that these comments are unimportant by rolling their eyes or holding side conversations while a classmate speaks.

In a classroom where most participants assume that legal reasoning requires absolute neutrality, expressions of emotion do not merely expose students of color to short-term embarrassment. They can also be costly in the long term, because the law professor and classmates may view these students as “biased” and “unlawyerlike.” In two studies of racism and racialization in the law school environment, the examiners observed white law students’ tendency to characterize students of color who challenged the white frame as angry. Dr. Moore observed white students dismissing the perspectives of black men as “angry” or “too focused on issues of race” regardless of how much care the men took to manage their demeanor when speaking about race, or even whether they spoke about race at all. During her two-year observation of students at two law schools, Dr. Pan observed that Latina and Asian American women law students feared that when they spoke on issues concerning disenfranchised communities, they “risk[ed] delegitimizing their position among peers and instructors who perceive them as angry.” Even when these women tried to temper their remarks, “many still [felt] stereotyped as angry the moment they open[ed] their mouths to speak about a gendered or raced topic.” These reactions from professors and classmates can heighten students’ fears that they will distance themselves from the subject matter they must discuss.

C. Law students of color have borne the burden of white classroom space in the past

The next set of assumptions white professors must confront pertains to the classroom dynamics that students of color may have experienced in the past. The students’ past experiences may affect their perception of the legal writing classroom and their willingness to discuss race and the law.

First, law students of color may have been the targets of overtly racist comments from professors or may have witnessed professors fail to address racist comments by other students. When professors decline to address students’ racist reactions, students of color may feel compelled to address the racism themselves.

Second, law students of color likely have experienced microaggressions, or actions that reveal a negative or erroneous assumption by the member of a privileged group about a marginalized group. Even when microaggressions are unintentional, the professor’s actions can confirm stereotypes or generate negative messages about students of color. Microaggressions can make it more difficult for students from underrepresented groups to function in the classroom.

Law students of color also may have felt both hypervisible and invisible in the same classroom. Hypervisibility can result if students of color are underrepresented in the classroom, and their white instructors and classmates interpret their comments as representative of their entire race. White instructors may even call upon students
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17 Crenshaw, supra note 11, at 37.
18 See Moore, supra note 11, at 153-56 (noting white students’ description of one particular student as “an ‘angry black man’ simply because his computer screen background featured a picture of the Black Panthers).
19 Pan, supra note 11, at 155, 157.
20 What If I Say The Wrong Thing?, supra note 11, at 58-59 (2013). One incident frequently cited in discussions of microaggressions of academia is professors’ mispronunciation of the names of students of color. E.g., Pan, supra note 11, at 91-93.
Students of color may choose either to squelch emotion in their reasoning or to disengage from these discussions altogether. Each choice comes with a heavy cost.

D. Law students of color need to be encouraged, not “saved”

Finally, a white professor’s efforts will be most successful if they acknowledge the ongoing efforts of law students of color to resist the white racial frame and promote each other’s success. This recognition will allow the professor to understand how students of color might process a racially charged writing assignment and related in-class dialogues. Additionally, it may deter the white professor from adopting a paternalistic stance toward students of color.

Law students of color often form informal social groups to discuss comments made by white students and professors, free from the risk that white participants will devalue their perspectives or emotions. Many also join official organizations as a means of coping with adversity and ensuring success in law school. Members of “panethnic student organizations” often commiserate about the lack of camaraderie in law school and receive guidance from upper-class students. Additionally, panethnic organizations assist members with networking, outlining, and preparing for final exams. Panethnic organizations also frequently organize programming on race-related topics that would not otherwise be available at the law school.

The students who run these organizations often provide programming and support despite the heavy workload it imposes. Thus, the building and maintenance of support networks imposes another burden upon law students of color that their white counterparts do not have to bear.

Awareness of these activities may reduce the white professor’s susceptibility to paternalism. White people are accustomed to depictions of white protagonists and white leaders. Thus, a white legal writing professor might easily imagine herself as the instigator of fundamental change within the law school. In reality, however, she is the one who is jumping in mid-stream. When executed with a white-leadership mindset, solidarity can easily become paternalism. This assumption of leadership by the privileged person is disempowering to students of color, and it is likely to lead to the unintentional version of ally theater discussed in Part I. A more reasonable goal for the white professor might be to play a meaningful supporting role.

III. Potential burden-lowering strategies

Aware of the assumptions identified in Part II, the white professor can avoid becoming overwhelmed by them, and can instead identify strategies to facilitate effective classroom discussion. Many tactics for effectively addressing race in the classroom will be
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21 Crenshaw, supra note 11, at 40-41.

22 Dr. Pan uses the term “panethnic” “to denote the conflating of ethnicity and race and the racialization process of ethnic individuals.” Pan, supra note 11, at 195 n.5
familiar; the challenge is deploying them with a new perspective. In Part III, I present a synthesized, non-exhaustive list of teaching techniques aimed at reducing the burdens identified in Part II.

A. Attempt to deconstruct the white space in the legal writing classroom

First, challenge the notion of whiteness and white experiences as the norm against which all human actions are evaluated. This may involve an initial introspective phase, in which the white professor examines her own bias and privilege, a preparatory reading phase for the students, and a phase of classroom activity.

The initial phase requires consultation of books, law review articles, newspaper or magazine articles, websites, and films that address the concept of white privilege. The professor might also consult practitioners who frequently address issues of race. By being proactive about research, the white professor can avoid calling upon people of color to provide education. By taking time for self-reflection, the white professor will be better able to recognize her own racial identity and how her teaching may have enforced the white frame in the past. She will also be better positioned to notice and discuss issues of bias when they arise during the course.

Next, use reading assignments to give students context before they receive the writing assignment. Readings that address the role of race, class, and gender in the law could set the stage for more meaningful discussion of objectivity as a construct defined by whiteness. Readings on the role of storytelling in the law could prepare students to address the role of personal experience in thinking like a lawyer, and could signal to students of color that they need not divorce their feelings from the subject matter.

Although the literature identified in the first two steps might include white authors, it will be incomplete if it includes only white authors. Scholarship on whiteness from only white authors is incrementally better than a “bleached out curriculum” that does not address race at all, but it is more likely to exclude or distort the perspectives of people of color.

Further, when discussing matters of race, the professor could teach whiteness as one type of racial construct among many, instead of as the norm. This instruction could motivate students to question systems of law that evaluate behavior through the lens of white experience.

B. Acknowledge the role of emotion in thinking like a lawyer

A white professor might also reduce burdens on students of color by challenging the notion that thinking like a lawyer always involves the complete sublimation of emotion to reason. Throughout the course, the professor can explicitly note situations in which emotion plays a role in the lawyering process. For instance, the professor can explain the role of emotional competencies in effective interactions with clients, opponents, and decision makers, or note the role of morality when discussing policy considerations as a component of rule synthesis.

“Readings that address the role of race, class, and gender in the law could set the stage for more meaningful discussion of objectivity as a construct defined by whiteness.”
Once students receive the writing assignment, the professor can offer a corresponding opportunity for students to write about their personal reactions to the material. Journaling may allow students to tell stories that they want to share but feel uncomfortable presenting in class, or to respond to in-class controversies after further reflection. Finally, the students’ journal entries will allow the professor to more effectively gauge how they are reacting to the assignment and classroom events.

Journaling will be most effective when the professor is clear about how journal entries will be evaluated and who will read them. Students are less likely to find journaling meaningful if the professor signals that it is busy work, or if they must worry that the professor will share their thoughts with a broad audience.

C. Use strategies to lower the burdens white space imposes on students of color, and to prevent “forum failure”

The next set of strategies aims to minimize the extra burdens that students of color often face in the classroom by encouraging students to take risks, and by protecting against “forum failure.” Forum failure occurs when a tense in-class conversation “exceeds the comfortable and becomes devastating,” alienating speakers and chilling future speech.24

1. Earn students’ trust before introducing an assignment on a racially charged topic

First, a white professor could resist assuming that students will automatically trust her to facilitate a discussion about race and the law, and therefore could wait until several weeks into the semester to introduce the writing assignment. In the meantime, she can cultivate an environment of trust. For example, the syllabus could contain a content advisory that the course will cover issues of race that will provoke intense classroom discussions. The content advisory could allow students to mentally prepare for engagement with the subject. The syllabus could also explain the “core values” that the professor expects students to embody during these discussions. In the weeks before the students receive the writing assignment, the professor could demonstrate her commitment to these core values by modeling them inside and outside the classroom.

2. Develop, with student input, ground rules for class discussions

Second, the professor could encourage students to participate in difficult discussions about race by allowing them to create ground rules for those discussions. As consumers of online content, we live in the era of the “epic takedown.” The viral videos that appear in our Twitter and Facebook feeds often involve one-sided displays of rhetoric and wit that appear to leave the speaker’s opponent no room for rebuttal. Although it can be satisfying to watch when the speaker espouses views that we share, it does not prepare us for meaningful discussions with opponents. If the students have been subsisting on a steady diet of epic takedowns, they may be wary of the upcoming classroom discussions and thankful for rules that promote a more measured exchange of ideas.25

The professor might begin the guideline-setting discussion by explaining that discussing race and the law is difficult, but members of the legal community have a responsibility to do it. She could then identify specific lessons that students can learn from in-class controversy, including a greater understanding of underlying legal and policy

24 Creating ground rules is also a less ambitious project than full collaborative course design, which may not be possible in a first-semester 1L course, see Gerald F. Hess, Collaborative Course Design: Not My Course, Not Their Course, But Our Course, 47 Washburn L.J. 367, 379 (2008) (noting that 1Ls “start their legal education as dependent learners who look to their teachers to make initial course design decisions”), or teaching techniques that are harder for less experienced or untenured professors to spearhead, see, e.g., Susan Sturm & Lani Guinier, Learning From Conflict: Reflections on Teaching about Race and Gender, 53 J. Legal Educ. 515, 541 (2003).
considerations. Additionally, she could point out that thoughtfully formulating the guidelines will strengthen the communication skills they will need for the remainder of law school and in practice. The guidelines could be few and broad or numerous and specific, as long as they ensure that “minority opinions are respected, that no one is allowed to dominate the group, that divergent views are allowed full and free expression, and that there is no pressure to reach premature and artificial solutions to the problems posed.”

4. Assume that mistakes will happen, and teach the technique of deliberate apology

When preparing students for discussions about race, the professor could prepare them for what will happen when someone makes a comment that offends others. When my students prepare for oral argument, I advise them to assume that mistakes will happen and to practice techniques for overcoming them. Similarly, executing a writing assignment that raises issues of race may go better if the professor and students do not live in fear of mistakes. Instead, everyone—including the professor—can assume that mistakes will happen during class discussion and prepare to deal with them.

The professor can set the stage for effective apologies in advance by distinguishing a deliberate apology (in which the speaker acknowledges that his statement caused pain or offense, directly apologizes, and, if necessary, asks the listener to identify the precise offending statement so the speaker does not repeat it) from “racing for innocence,” in which the speaker proclaims his innocent intent, avoids admission of wrongdoing, and cites irrelevant information to try to prove that he is a good person. The professor can also model the technique of deliberate apology for the class and have students practice using a hypothetical mistake. Practicing deliberate apology before an offense has occurred will make everyone in the classroom more likely to use the technique during a real discussion.

5. Practice techniques for teaching through tense in-class interactions

Apology alone will not resolve an underlying dispute if a speaker persists in expressing the beliefs that generated it. Therefore, students must also learn to help students navigate passionate discussions and disputes. In preparation for helping students to build this skill, the professor could practice techniques...
for directly addressing biased remarks and teaching through conflicts between students. A white professor might be able to leverage her authority as the professor, and her privilege as a white person, to directly address biased remarks. Specifically, students may view her as less personally sensitive to issues of race. A white offender may have an easier time being corrected by another white person. And by proactively addressing the remark, the white professor relieves students of color of the burden of dealing with it.

With adequate preparation, the professor can also address a biased remark without derailing the discussion. The goal is not to change the speaker’s way of thinking but instead to get the speaker to consider the origin of his position. The professor could address the speaker in a manner that is not superior, accusatory, or sarcastic, and could ask the speaker clarifying questions to reveal the assumptions or beliefs underlying the comment. Then, the discussion of the underlying assumptions or beliefs can continue in a more abstract way, allowing the professor or other students to question the relevance or validity of the concepts without attacking the offending speaker directly.

Additional techniques are available when two students engage in a heated debate. First, the professor could quickly assess the reactions of the other students, acknowledge the tension, and reiterate the group’s earlier commitment to working through disagreements. The professor might also consider referencing previously-generated discussion ground rules. Depending on the situation, she could ask clarifying questions of each speaker (or, if they are calm enough, allow the speakers to ask questions of each other); she could ask each speaker to apply his broad declarations to other contexts, ask for data or information to support a claim, and identify morals and values underlying each position, then ask the class to discuss what role they should play in the formulation of rules of law. If she determines that the classroom is too volatile for the discussion to continue, the professor could end it temporarily and ask the students to write a short reflection paper on the topic for the next class. If necessary, the professor could speak to individual students between class meetings. During the next class session, she could ask the class to offer thoughts on the debate now that some time has passed.

6. Don’t mistake silence for contentment, and create opportunities for real-time student feedback

Given the risk that some students of color will disengage when the emotional burden of class discussion becomes too high, the assumption that all students are satisfied with the execution of the writing assignment simply because none have complained is risky. Instead, the professor could provide at least one method for students to provide anonymous feedback while the assignment is ongoing. For example, she could use quality circles or student advisory groups, both of which involve regular meetings with a subset of students from the class who have agreed to act as representatives. Of course, some students might feel comfortable discussing their dissatisfaction face to face, and the professor can encourage these conversations, as well. By obtaining feedback in real time, she can engage in course correction.

D. Remain accountable to students

Digesting student feedback is often harder than obtaining it. If a professor has engaged in extra preparation and ventured outside her comfort zone for an assignment, negative student feedback may be especially difficult to process. Nonetheless, remaining receptive to the input of students who feel dissatisfied, angry, or personally attacked in a discussion is
essential to the professor’s own growth,27 and to being an actual ally.28 Even the best professor cannot make all students feel welcome, safe, and competent all of the time; but a professor can demonstrate to them that she is trying, that she values their concerns, and that she strives for improvement.

E. Foster—but do not dominate—spaces in which students of color can discuss the assignment’s impact

A white legal writing professor’s efforts should, when possible, complement the activities of organizations designed to support students of color. For example, she might notify the leaders of these organizations that the 1L students will be tackling a writing assignment that addresses issues of race. This would allow them to decide whether to provide additional contextual programming or opportunities for discussion.

However, a white legal writing professor should think carefully before inserting herself into these spaces. A student organization’s meeting is not a place for the professor to explain the assignment, her feelings about it, or her feelings about the students’ reactions. It is not a space for her, period, unless and until the students extend an invitation.

F. If possible, make work visible to colleagues

Finally, the professor might share her work and reflections with other law professors. Particularly in a school whose curriculum offers few opportunities to discuss race and the law, this work could motivate other professors. They might worry less about the risks associated with the endeavor knowing that they can learn from a predecessor’s mistakes.29

Incorporating issues of race and the law into legal writing assignments involves a certain degree of risk. With specific advance preparation, transparency, and accountability to students, professors may be able to ensure that the benefits of these assignments outweigh the burdens they often impose on law students of color.

27 See Irving, supra note 13, at 163 (“Facing up to the unintended impact I could unleash on people through sheer ignorance was painful. . . . It taught me that efforts to defend my intent in the name of my ‘good person’ status had no place in this world or in my efforts to learn and grow.”).

28 Cf. Moving Diversity Forward, supra note 7, at 54 (“Being able to listen to a black person who is upset at you for something you did that offended them or at a racial situation that doesn’t involve you, may not be easy. However, it is part of learning to be an ally to black people.”).

29 Of course, the ultimate decision to share this information may depend on the professor’s level of seniority and job security.
The Complete Professional: How Our New Professional Ideals for Law Students Help Us in the Legal Research and Writing Classroom

By Michele Bradley and Nancy Oliver

Nancy A. Oliver and Michele M. Bradley are Professors of Practice at the University of Cincinnati College of Law in Cincinnati, Ohio.

Students who understand that they have entered the professional realm of lawyers while still in law school make a smoother transition to law school and to the legal profession. These students understand that they must meet the expectations of their professors, their advisors, and their employers while in law school, just as they will need to meet the expectations of clients, employers, bar examiners, and many others once they graduate. Building this professional identity during law school helps students transition from being undergraduate students to students in a professional program. No longer should assignments, work, and professional activities be viewed as merely necessary to earn credits and avoid disciplinary actions from professors and colleges. These activities must be viewed as the first steps in creating a rewarding professional career. In fact, we hope that our students feel the joy and power of being at the beginning of something that will be very important to their lives.

In 2014, the University of Cincinnati College of Law adopted professional ideals that we call “The Complete Professional: Professional Ideals for Law Students.” These ideals were designed by the law school under the leadership of our Associate Dean and Chief of Staff, Mina Jones Jefferson, who leads our Center for Professional Development. Seeking a common language to discuss professionalism concepts tailored to the experience of law students, our staff introduced these ideals to our community in the fall of 2014.

In this article we will describe why professionalism is such an important concept in law school, particularly in the first year; how we designed and adopted The Complete Professional; and how these ideals have impacted our first-year legal research and writing courses.

A. A Law School’s Role in Moving Students Toward a Professional Mindset

It is incumbent on law schools to teach professionalism. High levels of professionalism are important for success in the practice of law, and the lawyers who will one day hire our graduates place a high premium on professionalism. Therefore, “legal educators should take leadership roles in making professionalism instruction a central part of law school instruction.” The legal writing classroom is an ideal place to discuss these concepts because of small class sizes, multiple opportunities to submit...
work and receive feedback, and assignments that simulate the real-life work of a lawyer. The authors are by no means the first legal writing professors to speak to students about professionalism. However, instilling professionalism in the legal writing classroom has often been hampered in at least two ways; first, the term “professionalism” is vague and ill-defined, making it difficult to discuss consistently and coherently, and second, efforts to instill professionalism in the legal writing classroom are not consistently reinforced elsewhere in the law school. As a result, students may perceive a legal writing professor’s request for professionalism as an expectation that applies only to that professor, not elsewhere. In short, inconsistency and lack of clarity can “prolong and reinforce the habits of thinking like a student rather than an apprentice practitioner.” If students are to internalize the ideals and values of the profession, “professionalism needs to become more explicit and better diffused throughout legal education.” As explained below, The Complete Professional addresses both of these concerns.

B. Designing and Adopting The Complete Professional

In supporting the journey of students into the profession of law, Cincinnati Law faculty and staff transition students from being undergraduates to young professionals. As part of this work during the summer of 2014, Associate Dean Jefferson and the rest of the staff decided that adopting a common language to use with students would help better communicate the importance of professionalism during the law school experience.

For many years, the College shared the Professional Ideals for Ohio Lawyers & Judges, adopted by the Ohio Supreme Court, with incoming students to aid in their professional formation. These ideals supplement the formal code of ethics that bind all Ohio attorneys and include aspirations that seek to elevate the profession generally. Thus, they are pertinent to all lawyers and judges as well as law students. These professional ideals focus on relationships with clients, opposing parties and counsel, courts and other tribunals, colleagues, the profession, and the public, including the system of justice.

The Ohio Supreme Court Commission on Professionalism has also published a series of Professionalism Dos & Don’ts that offer specific examples of how to include the concepts of professionalism in a variety of practice settings, including depositions, the courtroom, and legal writing generally. The Professionalism Dos & Don’ts related to legal writing are particularly helpful, especially in the context of professional advocacy, including advice such as “do provide a consistent, coherent argument; … do present an honest, accurate position; … [and] do adopt a clear and persuasive style.” However, while the Professional Ideals for Ohio Lawyers & Judges may be helpful to law students, these ideals are more focused on professionalism for practicing lawyers and judges. As such, they do not directly address the particular concerns of being a law student. One can imagine students thinking that

---

1 See, e.g. Beth D. Cohen, Instilling an Appreciation of Legal Ethics and Professional Responsibility in First-Year Legal Research and Writing Courses, 4 Perspectives: Teaching Legal Res. & Writing 5 (1995); Sophie Swane, Practicing Civility in the Legal Writing Course: Helping Law Students Learn Professionalism, 13 J. LEGAL WRITING INST. 133, 134-137 (2007); Melissa H. Weresh, Fostering a Respect for Our Students, Our Specialty, and the Legal Writing Profession: Introducing Ethics and Professionalism into the Legal Writing Curriculum, 21 Touro L. Rev. 427 (2005); Beth Herschider Wilensky, Assignments with Intrinsic Lessons on Professionalism (or, Teaching Students to Act Like Adults Without Sounding Like A Parent), 85 J. LEGAL EDUC. 622 (2016).

2 “Legal scholars have not been able to construct and agree on a widely-accepted, clear, and succinct definition of professionalism.” Neil Hamilton & Verna Monson, The Positive Empirical Relationship to Professionalism to Effectiveness in the Practice of Law, 24 Geo. J. LEGAL ETHICS 137, 143 (2011).

3 “[T]he definition of ‘professionalism’ is, of course, almost maddeningly elusive.” Wassman, supra n. 3, at 542.


5 Id. at 14.

6 “I]nstilling professionalism in the legal writing classroom has often been hampered in at least two ways; first, the term ‘professionalism’ is vague and ill-defined . . . and second, efforts to instill professionalism in the legal writing classroom are not consistently reinforced elsewhere in the law school.”
these are ideals they will someday need to apply to their work once they graduate, but not yet.

The staff of the law school decided to provide a similar set of ideals for Cincinnati Law students that are designed specifically for their experience while in law school. Like Ohio lawyers who are bound by the Ohio Rules of Professional Conduct, Cincinnati Law students were already bound by formal rules including the Honor Code and the University of Cincinnati Student Code of Conduct. Both codes subject students to discipline if they break the rules. Nonetheless, the staff realized that to be successful, students must aspire to conduct and behaviors that exceed the expectations of formal rules, and the staff sought to create a common language for Cincinnati Law to share these ideals with the law school community.

Cincinnati Law students do a good job of adhering to the formal rules of conduct, but the law school staff has been frustrated at times with students who seemed to underestimate the importance of other aspects of professionalism. The group discussed how each member had observed a student’s behavior and thought, “you won’t be able to get away with that when you are in law practice.” For example, staff members who work in the Center for Professional Development sometimes were frustrated with students not showing up at networking opportunities with local attorneys sponsored by the school. Other staff members also noted periodic frustration when students weren’t responsive to their communications. For example, the staff person who organizes the hooding ceremony routinely needs to get information from graduating students through email but has to send out many reminders before they respond. Professors were also frustrated when they occasionally had to apply sanctions to students who violated their attendance policies. After discussing these experiences, the staff decided that the law school community would benefit by articulating its expectations of law students who are about to enter the profession. The group further decided that students would benefit from professional ideals tailored to their law school experience that included specific examples of the professional behavior they are expected to emulate.

In order to design The Complete Professional, Dean Jefferson led a series of meetings in which staff members discussed their observations about student professionalism and the ways it was falling short. The staff was asked to review relevant professional standards such as the Professional Ideals for Ohio Lawyers & Judges and law school websites to see if other schools had done anything similar. For example, the Duke University School of Law website includes the “Duke Blueprint to LEAD” that describes the transformative experience of Duke’s law program, which aims not only to make students into lawyers, but also aims to impart “a strong ethical compass, leadership skills, and a positive outlook,” among other important attributes.

Conversations with staff began with the task of achieving better student engagement and responsiveness based on their recent experiences and then moved into other, related professionalism concepts, including respect, resilience, and integrity. The group also discussed Cincinnati Law values, including honesty, diversity, and inclusiveness. Dean Jefferson broke the group into subcommittees to draft language for each of the five ideals eventually identified and had the group meet again to adopt the final version.

The final document, The Complete Professional: Professional Ideals for Law Students, follows:

A COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL . . .

. . . is ENGAGED

Engagement is the level to which an individual devotes his or her energy and skills toward both personal and shared objectives. It is more than mere attendance or accomplishments; engagement exceeds the passive absorption of


16 Univ. of Cincinnati, Student Code of Conduct (2017) https://www.uc.edu/content/dam/uc/conduct/docs/SCOC.pdf.


18 Id.

19 University of Cincinnati College of Law, supra note 1.
of knowledge and requires deliberate process and reflection. Fundamentally, engagement is a personal choice derived from commitment, occurring when one takes ownership of his or her work and decisions.

**Engaged students . . .**

- Prepare consistently and thoroughly for classes and meetings, ask thoughtful questions, and plan ahead using weekly calendars and daily schedules.
- Seek opportunities to connect with mentors and colleagues through professional and peer organizations and build professional experiences each year of law school to create a compelling story for potential employers.
- Proactively check relevant resources, including Symplicity, TWEN, and University email.
- Arrive early, meet deadlines, and *willingly* contribute their skills and abilities toward the betterment of the enterprise.
- Honor both mandatory and voluntary time commitments with sincerity, enthusiasm, and professional conduct.

. . . is **RESPECTFUL**

Respect is acting in a way that demonstrates an awareness of others’ rights, beliefs, diversity, and human dignity. Demonstrating respect is a critical part of cultivating and maintaining personal and professional relationships. The College of Law community is committed to modeling the civility required and expected in a professional atmosphere.

**Respectful students . . .**

- Conduct themselves professionally and in a manner that will generate a level of esteem for the law and the profession.
- Actively listen. They consider what others have to say before expressing their viewpoint.
- Treat members of the College of Law community as they would colleagues and supervisors—with courtesy, politeness, and kindness.

- Recognize that a series of small actions over time may erode respect.

... is **RESPONSIVE**

To be responsive is to communicate in a timely and effective manner. In particular, all correspondence should be clear in meaning, appropriate for the audience, and communicated professionally. A responsive student is diligent and reliable in fulfilling obligations as they relate to the various modes of communication utilized at the College, including but not limited to E-mail, Symplicity, TWEN, and Blackboard.

**Responsive students . . .**

- Promptly reply to email messages in an appropriate tone. Emails should include a descriptive subject line and the sender’s contact information.
- Use the communication mode most appropriate given the circumstances, noting when a phone call or in-person meeting is more suitable.
- Utilize University of Cincinnati email to communicate with faculty and administration.

... is **RESILIENT**

Resilience is the capacity to endure stress and overcome obstacles. A resilient student has the ability to adapt, balance risk, and persist through adversity. Resilience is found in a variety of behaviors, thoughts, and actions that can be learned and developed throughout law school and one’s career.

**Resilient students...**

- Build a community with peers, faculty, and administration.
- Manage strong feelings and impulses, particularly following disappointment or personal failure.
- Develop and refine problem-solving and communication skills.
- Seek help and resources when appropriate.
- Take care of their physical and mental health. This includes managing stress in healthy ways and avoiding harmful coping strategies such as substance abuse.

---

20 Symplicity is a software program used by the Center for Professional Development to share information with students about their job searches.
“Cincinnati Law now has a common vocabulary, used throughout the College, to talk about professionalism and how it can be exhibited in a variety of settings and circumstances.”

... models INTEGRITY
Substance matters. Integrity is consistently displaying strong moral character. Students at the College of Law must act with both personal and professional integrity. The ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct state that a lawyer must be guided by more than just the Rules of Professional Conduct; attorneys must be guided by personal conscience. To be trusted to handle the affairs of others and give counsel, law students must act with honesty, fairness, and strong moral principles as they work to enhance justice for all people.

Students with integrity...

- Learn and follow the College of Law Honor Code and the University Student Code of Conduct as well as incorporate the Rules of Professional Conduct into daily interactions.
- Demonstrate consistency between word and deed, and remain steadfast even in the face of negative consequences.
- Consider other points of view, ideas, and criticisms, while critically reflecting on their own actions and ideals.
- Build their reputation by presenting themselves professionally, both in person and online.
- Take responsibility for decisions and actions and credit others when appropriate.

The College of Law introduced The Complete Professional to the faculty and incoming students during the Fall 2014 orientation program and to continuing students through a series of emails discussing each of the ideals that were called “Ethics in the Air.”

The process for drafting and implementing The Complete Professional: Professional Ideals for Law Students addressed the two limitations noted above—vagueness and lack of reinforcement. First, The Complete Professional explicitly defines the characteristics that make up “professionalism.” Then, the drafters drew on pedagogy common in the legal writing field, where professors tell students to use factual examples from case law to illustrate a rule and make it concrete and understandable. The Complete Professional does this by giving specific examples of behaviors that express those characteristics in the law school setting.

The College of Law also uses the Complete Professional to address the second limitation—the need for reinforcement throughout the law school experience—by returning to The Complete Professional repeatedly in different settings: in classrooms, in meetings with faculty and staff, and in written communications. In this way, the professional ideals are “more explicit and better diffused” throughout the law school experience. 21 Cincinnati Law now has a common vocabulary, used throughout the College, to talk about professionalism and how it can be exhibited in a variety of settings and circumstances.

C. Using The Complete Professional in Lawyering Courses and Beyond
Using The Complete Professional has been extremely beneficial in first-year courses. For instance, legal writing professors use these ideals in the first-semester Lawyering I: Legal Research and Writing classes, a three-credit course that introduces legal research, writing, and analysis skills and focuses on predictive writing. In the spring, professors use The Complete Professional in Lawyering II: Advocacy, also a three-credit course, which furthers the study of legal research, writing, and analysis with a focus on written and oral advocacy.

Because these lawyering courses offer students their first opportunities to perform lawyering tasks, professionalism concepts are easily integrated into the classes. Students in their first year of law school are also open to such new concepts because they are excited and hungry to learn. These classes, therefore, offer a unique opportunity to teach The Complete Professional in the context of lawyering tasks to a receptive audience. To take advantage of this teaching opportunity, writing professors integrate these professional ideals in many aspects of these courses, including discussing them at the beginning of the courses, including them in the syllabi, and returning to them multiple times during the semester.

21 Sullivan et al., supra note 7, at 14.
Aspirations take on meaning when they are reinforced and applied in specific real-life situations. By way of example, Professor Bradley’s legal research and writing syllabus tells students that their grade will depend in part on their professionalism, and it explains what a Complete Professional looks like in a legal writing classroom using concrete examples. Here’s an excerpt that illustrates how the general policy is implemented in Professor Bradley’s course:

**Professionalism**: Adopting high standards of professional behavior will help you to master the knowledge and skills that are central to success in this course and as a lawyer. You learned about “The Complete Professional: Professional Ideals for Law Students” during Orientation. Here is how you can be a Complete Professional in this class:

- **Be ENGAGED** in the material and the class activities, showing enthusiasm and an eagerness to learn. Be an active participant in class discussions and team projects. Be prepared for every class and conference by arriving on time and ready to work with all assignments completed.

- **Be RESPECTFUL** of your classmates, faculty, and staff, whether in person or in email, inside class or out. Don’t interfere with others’ ability to learn, for example by talking excessively, walking into class late, or using your computer for personal matters during class.

- **Be RESPONSIVE** by honoring your commitments to me and your classmates. Stay on top of your calendar, carefully check papers to be sure they comply with assignment instructions, and turn assignments in on time. Read your emails frequently and answer them quickly. Look for ways to be helpful to your classmates.

- **Be RESILIENT** by taking unexpected events in stride, by seeking help when necessary, and by responding constructively to disappointments or criticisms. I will give you frequent feedback on your written work; strive to listen with an open mind, to reflect on the feedback, and to use it to grow as a writer and a law student.

- **MODEL INTEGRITY** by putting forth your best effort in all assignments, by fully complying with class and College policies, by honoring your commitments, by dealing with others with honesty and compassion, and by taking responsibility for your decisions.

Learning often happens best when the material is introduced in a variety of contexts, when it is reinforced through spaced repetition, and when the learner is required to use and reflect on it. To that end, legal writing faculty return to The Complete Professional throughout the semester to reiterate and reinforce these principles. For example, when talking about emails in the workplace, professors reference “responsiveness” and “respectfulness” when explaining that emails must be answered in a timely manner using a professional tone. Before returning the first set of papers with comments, professors talk about “resilience” and the need to view feedback as a helpful tool in developing professional skills. And when meeting with students one-on-one in conferences, professors draw on the language of The Complete Professional to open conversations in other areas, such as “engagement” or “integrity,” depending on the needs of the specific student.

After working The Complete Professional into legal writing classes, professors noticed a significant uptick in professionalism in writing classes, including:

- Students have attended classes on time. In fact, recently, Professor Oliver had a 9:00 am class (among our earliest) and many students were in their chairs before she arrived, even when she arrived at about 8:40 a.m. to prepare the classroom.

- Students communicated professionally, including emailing to tell professors in the rare instances when they had to miss class or to ask for an extension on an assignment.

- Students showed greater engagement by routinely doing their best on class exercises and attending office hours to ask questions.


Students treated their classmates with more respect and participated in class discussions and exercises enthusiastically and with good humor (i.e., with minimal grumbling).

While the focus here is on the use of The Complete Professional in legal writing classrooms, other colleagues have also used these ideals to discuss professionalism in other contexts. For example, Professor Bradley also teaches an upper-class externship course. She returns to The Complete Professional in that class too, exploring how the professional ideals translate from law school to the students’ externship placements. Another professor discusses The Complete Professional on the first day of her first-year Criminal Law course. She points out where professionalism comes into play in criminal cases, including noting that a lack of engagement and responsiveness to the client’s needs can result in a client’s wrongful imprisonment or even death. She explains that respect for opposing counsel’s arguments can help an advocate identify ways to make the advocate’s own arguments better. And when students meet with staff in the Center for Professional Development, they are reminded again of The Complete Professional and the professional ideals they will call on during their job search like resilience, responsiveness, and respect.

When other faculty and staff employ the principles and vocabulary of The Complete Professional, students get the message that professionalism is not something unique to the legal writing classroom. And when students hear the same message from multiple sources repeatedly over time, it results in greater understanding, acceptance, and application of these principles. In short, the students internalize The Complete Professional.

**Conclusion**

Introducing professionalism concepts at the start of law school lays the foundation for professional identity formation so important to students as they enter the profession of law later on. The legal research and writing classroom in particular is perfectly suited for reinforcing these vital concepts because these courses offer the first opportunity for students to do lawyering work. And we have found that using The Complete Professional in our legal writing classrooms has built professionalism competencies in first-year students.

Our law school as a whole has also significantly benefited from The Complete Professional. Professors throughout the curriculum have included these concepts in their classes, and staff members have used the concepts in working with students outside the classroom. Adopting and using a common language about professionalism allows us to reinforce its importance each time we refer to it. By the time a student graduates, these concepts will be well ingrained, resulting in a smoother transition to the ethics and professionalism ideals required by the practice of law.

Finally, the process of drafting The Complete Professional was an incredibly positive experience for our community. We are grateful to Associate Dean Jefferson for her open and inclusive process in formulating them. The conversation about what makes a student a complete professional prompted a healthy and useful exchange of ideas, which united us. It also prompted each of us to appreciate how important professionalism concepts are in our work with students and each other.

---

**Micro Essay**

Deserted island? HeinOnline would definitely be in my back pocket. If I am not studying law, I am studying history, and HeinOnline has deep resources in both. I could idle away for years reading English Reports - Full Reprint, all of the law journal literature, publications of the Stair Society and the Selden Society, not to mention United States legislation and legislative history. As the island is deserted, I wouldn’t need law practice materials—but materials that support extended thinking about law—those would ease the exile.

Margaret A. Schilt, Associate Law Librarian for User Services and Lecturer in Law, D’Angelo Law Library, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
The Fact of the Matter

By Kimberly Y. W. Holst

Kimberly Y. W. Holst is a Clinical Professor at Arizona State University, Sandra Day O'Connor College of Law in Phoenix, Ariz.

Each spring, we transition from teaching our first-year law students objective writing to teaching them persuasive writing. A great deal of our instructional design centers on identifying which of the basic skills learned by the students in the fall must be transferred and applied by the students in the spring. Year in and year out, the one area of writing that causes the students the most hesitation in the spring is transitioning to writing facts in a persuasive fashion. It's not difficult to understand why our students struggle with this concept; we've spent the previous semester drilling fundamental concepts about fact writing in their head such as:

- “Present the facts accurately and objectively.”
- “Your statement of facts should focus on material facts and helpful background facts….”
- “In drafting the fact section your primary tasks are (1) selecting which facts to include, (2) organizing those facts in an effective way, and (3) remembering your predictive role.”
- Avoid legal conclusions.

As the fall semester turns to spring, we require students to rethink the presentation of facts. Now, we tell them things like:

- “The appellant’s statement of facts and the appellee’s statement of facts should each bring their respective client’s story to the fore while stating the facts accurately, fairly, and completely.”
- “The writer must use the existing facts to persuade without appearing to persuade.”
- “The writer must recite the facts in a manner that is objective enough to be fair and simultaneously persuasive enough to be compelling.”
- “You can use persuasive writing techniques to tell the story from your point of view, to highlight facts that are in your favor, and to lead the reader to draw honest and favorable conclusions about your client’s case.”
- “Although the statement of facts must be accurate, it need not be objective.”
- “Be subtly persuasive.”

Simply put, we ask our students to use a skill that they’ve only recently acquired and to manipulate it like an expert. We require them to perform a new task using skills they have yet become comfortable using. It’s downright daunting to think about presenting facts in a persuasive fashion. At a “gut” level, students perceive this new persuasive presentation of facts as manipulative and may even border on lying. It should not be surprising how difficult it can be getting...
students to understand that it is possible to present facts factually, but in a persuasive fashion.

A Method to the Madness
I have used a variety of techniques to help students understand this delicate balance between writing factually and persuasively. Inspired by colleagues, and tapping into my great love of television and movies, I believe I have finally struck on a method that seems to resonate with the students. I call it Framing Facts in Film.

Origins
It all began with a post to the Legal Writing Professors Listserv—a simple, factual synopsis of the classic movie, The Wizard of Oz:

“Transported to a surreal landscape, a young girl kills the first person she meets and then teams up with three strangers to kill again.”

Then I discovered a synopsis of Aliens II, on Facebook:

“Sigourney Weaver and a platoon of space marines land on a desolate planet where they display an alarming intolerance for the indigenous population.”

I immediately thought, “Framing!” I decided to create a new lesson plan that would integrate these synopses into an exercise that would begin the students’ shift in thinking about fact manipulation in a more positive light. What resulted was an exercise that engaged the students, produced fun results, and created a lasting reference for students about the process of framing facts in a persuasive fashion. Below, I briefly describe the lesson plan and provide examples that demonstrate the students’ results from the exercise.

From the Silver Screen
At the beginning of the class, I show the students the two synopses mentioned above to begin the transition from objective to persuasive. I follow that up with a video clip from How I Met Your Mother with Barney’s explanation of why he loves the film The Karate Kid. To the Classroom

Next, with the students working in small groups, I ask them to think of a well-known movie (one appropriate for classroom discussion) and write a short synopsis from a different perspective of the student’s choosing — either from a different character’s perspective or in some fashion that highlights the key events in the film in a new light. Once the alternate synopses have been written, I have each group read their different synopsis aloud and challenge the rest of the class to identify the film. What follows are a few of the actual alternative film synopses developed by my students in the past. Can you identify the films? (The answers are in the footnotes.)

Film #1

A man’s wife and children are brutally murdered by a serial killer and the only son to survive is left physically disabled. A serial kidnapper then kidnaps his son and in a

---


18 See Jean Matter Mandel, Stories, Scripts, and Scenes: Aspects of Schema Theory 2, 4 (1984). One theory states that the schematic structures that we use to understand new information parallel the presentation of stories. And, that atypical event presentations can be easier to remember than typical structures. See id. Also, the way a story is presented may cause us to access the schema differently — creating different interpretations of the information depending upon the presentation. See id. at 31-46.

19 In this clip, Barney explains why The Karate Kid is his favorite movie. Through his description we learn that he sees the movie’s traditional antagonist, Johnny Lawrence, as the hero of the film while the traditional protagonist, Daniel LaRusso, as the villain. See How I Met Your Mother, Season 4, Episode 15: The Slumbers (20th Century Fox, CBS Broadcast on Mar. 2, 2009).

20 The student examples are presented as they were submitted to me. This exercise can be done with other familiar media—literature, fairytales, etc. For more information about alternative fact framing and examples of how this may be presented to students see Kimberly Y.W. Holat, Non-Traditional Narrative Techniques and Effective Client Advocacy, 48 THE LAW TEACHER: THE INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARLY JOURNAL OF THE ASSOCIATION OF LAW TEACHERS 166 (2014).
twisted turn of events, the father has to chase the kidnapper thousands of miles with the help of a mentally disabled companion. This poor companion has been wandering around for years, unsure of where or who she is. She is desperately trying to make friends with the father who is constantly attempting to leave her behind in his journey. Despite his numerous rejections, she “just keeps swimming.” In the end, her perseverance yielded an unforgettable friendship.  

Film #2

A grave robber turned archeologist breaks into ancient temple ignoring proper archeological techniques and safety procedures. He steals a religious artifact from the native population. Then, the U.S. government covers up supernatural events and hides evidence for monotheistic religion away in a warehouse.

Film #3

A fragile old woman uses the only avenue available to her in order to preserve her life. Faced with imminent death, she is forced to find another alternative when the magical flower she regularly used to preserve her life was taken from her. When a princess is born with the flower’s magical ability (accessed through the princess’s hair), the old woman, victimized by her age, weighed the risks and was compelled to take and raise the child on her own. Still fearing for her life, the old woman protects the princess from worldly harm and gives her every luxury she can afford before the princess eventually abandons her, leaving the old woman powerless and alone. Worrying for the princess’s safety, she frantically searches for her. In the end, the princess’s decision to cut her hair and abandon the power, leads to the old woman’s demise.

Film #4

One of the greatest and most memorable golfers of all time has his dominance challenged by an unprofessional and degenerate newcomer with questionable ethics. The established and successful golfer is also skilled in both real estate and investing. The golfer lives an extravagant life and in a shrewd move purchases the unprofessional golfer’s grandmother’s house to use as bargaining power in the future. The golf veteran is also a fan favorite with his over the top signature pistol gesticulation. The longtime tour veteran is performing admirably and in position to win the season ending golf tournament when some of the newcomer’s unruly fans become disruptive. On the last hole, the veteran is thwarted by an extremely controversial play in which the newcomer was allowed to use materials other than his golf club to finish the hole and win by one. The improper and unprecedented play should have been deemed illegal and the veteran—the rightful champion—should have been crowned again. Despite being denied the victory in that tournament and viciously assaulted by the newcomer’s fans afterward, the veteran went on to make a full recovery and is the all-time highest money earner in PGA tour history.

Film #5

The prince was a juvenile delinquent who, in his largest offense, orchestrated his father’s death. He imperiled himself, knowing that his father would come to his rescue and then fled the royal community without acknowledging his role in the king’s untimely demise. He abandoned all responsibility to his mother, girlfriend, and tribe, and left the kingdom to live with a couple of lay-abouts in a remote jungle. Then, when he was finished relaxing in a faraway land, he returned to the family he abandoned to seize their government (and shake up their lives) and to reclaim

16 Finding Nemo (Pixar Animation Studios 2003).


20 Tangled (Walt Disney Animation Studios 2010).

21 Happy Gilmore (Universal Pictures 1996).
students are shocked to discover that judges at all levels of the judicial system regularly use framing techniques to support their opinions.”

The Lion King (Walt Disney Pictures 1994).

Star Wars: Episode IV—A New Hope (Lucasfilm, 20th Century Fox Film Corp. 1977). I received another alternate synopsis for Star Wars that mashes up Episodes IV & V: An orphan, living with his step-family, is found by a family friend, who convinces him to embark on a quest to save the world, which ultimately culminates in a reunion with his father. See id. and Star Wars: Episode V—The Empire Strikes Back (Lucasfilm, 20th Century Fox Film Corp. 1980).


“The responsibility he wasn’t man enough to assume ages ago.”

Film #6

After years of order, peace, and stability, a gang, including a criminal smuggler and his aggressive, unruly beast and a spoiled rich girl with a burning passion for her brother, wreak havoc in the galaxy forcing the government to respond. The rebels take advice from a senile and grammatically challenged sorcerer. The government responded proportionately and valiantly to crush the immoral rebellion, but in the end, the rebels won and many of the government’s courageous, well-trained soldiers and leaders were killed in the bloody insurrection.

To the Courtroom

After we have explored alternative ways to framing facts from movies, I share examples of alternatively framed facts from real cases beginning with oral arguments. A familiar example is Johnnie Cochran’s closing argument in the O.J. Simpson case. In his closing argument, Mr. Cochran effectively shifts the jurors’ focus from the defendant, a famous, professional athlete, to a symbol—the ill-fitting glove. His repeated use of the phrase, “If it doesn’t fit, you must acquit,” brings the focus to the errors in the investigation rather than the evidence against defendant.

Students are shocked to discover that judges at all levels of the judicial system regularly use framing techniques to support their opinions. One popular exercise (used by many legal writing professors) considers the facts from Walker v. City of Birmingham, 388 U.S. 307 (1967) and Shuttlesworth v. City of Birmingham, 394 U.S. 147 (1969). Both cases describe events leading up to and including the famous civil rights march through Birmingham, Alabama, on Easter Sunday, April 14, 1963. In Walker, the Court’s description frames the facts in a more violent fashion, while the Shuttlesworth Court frames it in a more peaceful fashion. I challenge students to tell identify the different framing techniques used by each Court to frame the reader’s perception of the march. Ideally, students will highlight framing techniques such as fact selection, how facts are highlighted or de-emphasized, particular word choices, the manner in which names and numbers are handled, the presentation of the timeline of events, and other aspects of the facts that offer contrasting perspectives. At the end of the discussion, I reveal to the students that both opinions were written by Justice Stewart—further emphasizing that a single author is capable of using framing techniques to persuade the reader.

If time permits, we may also explore other examples of persuasive framing such as the Courts’ use of non-traditional narrative techniques to present facts in a certain light as the illustrated in Boykin v. Alabama, 395 U.S. 238 (1969). In Boykin, the court frames the facts to shift the focus from the defendant and the heinous crimes for which he was convicted to a story in which the focus is on the procedural defects in the case. This approach paints a picture of the defendant in a passive role rather than an active role within the case. (Other examples of non-traditional framing include non-chronological presentations of events or challenging the good guy v. bad guy archetypes, etc.).
To the Spring Writing Assignment

Ultimately, greater exposure to uses of alternative framing techniques for the purpose of persuasion helps the students feel comfortable with using these techniques to frame the facts of their case.\textsuperscript{31} After we’ve explored alternative framing in films, oral arguments and judicial opinions, we shift to discussions of how the facts from their spring writing assignment may be persuasively (alternatively) framed for each party. This brings the exercise full circle—from a familiar context (films), to a slightly newer context (cases), to their current assignment.\textsuperscript{32} This leads students to the last step in the exercise: application of these techniques to the facts in their hypothetical case. The theory driving this last step in the exercise is building the students’ confidence in using narrative techniques to frame facts by starting in a familiar context (movies) and moving to a less familiar context (facts in a litigation document).\textsuperscript{33}

During this final portion of the exercise, I ask the students to apply the techniques we used to frame movie synopses and identified in real cases to the facts of their spring writing assignment. Typically, I have the students continue to work in small groups to discuss whether a traditional framing of the facts (a chronological protagonist driven narrative) or an alternative framing of the facts best serves their client, and to identify the facts that should be highlighted or de-emphasized to achieve the best possible outcome for their client.

Conclusion

This non-traditional approach to teaching persuasive framing of facts has proven successful in my own experiences. Since I began implementing this approach to teaching persuasive framing of facts, I have found that students are more apt to try different narrative techniques and often create more compelling statements of facts in the first drafts of their briefs. As a result, my feedback on the first draft can focus on refining these statements of facts rather than on restructuring them—leading to a better final product in the final draft. And, it doesn’t hurt that we have a little fun along the way.

\textsuperscript{31} There are many examples of framing from cases and arguments that could be used. See Falwell v. Flynt, 797 F.2d 1270 (4th Cir. 1986), rev’d by Hustler Magazine, Inc. v. Falwell, 485 U.S. 46 (1988) (redirecting the focus from the lewd nature of the parody to the value of free speech—the transcript and argument before the Supreme Court of the United States is available at http://www.oyez.org/cases/1980-1989/1987/1987_86_1278); Morse v. Frederick, 551 U.S. 393, 397-399 (2007) (Justice Roberts set up of the scene suggests an unruly element during a school activity that caused disruption thereby making discipline seem necessary).


\textsuperscript{33} See Bandura, supra note 32, at 71.

\textbf{Micro Essay}

What is a government junkie to do if they are stranded on a desert island? Easy! Take Voxgov, a continuously updated database that tracks social media posts of elected representatives and governmental departments. Voxgov combines the needs of a social media addict, a government wonk, and a database guru in one handy resource. You can follow Tweets, Facebook posts, YouTube videos, and official press releases from thousands of sources. Users can compare Republican and Democrat postings, follow trending topics, and research what their own elected officials are talking about. With Voxgov, I’d feel connected, even on a desert island!

Kris Turner, Head of Reference, University of Wisconsin Law School Library, Madison, Wis.

“\textit{G}reater exposure to uses of alternative framing techniques for the purpose of persuasion helps the students feel comfortable with using these techniques to frame the facts of their case.”
While law students may feel confident in their research skills, students feel they have limited autonomy and limited access to their supervisors and their law office’s clients. As a result, most feel little agency in their ability to develop or showcase their relationship skills.

I. Assignments from Supervisors

Most law student interns get their research assignments from a senior attorney who is supervising their work. The senior attorney has communicated with the client, reviewed relevant papers, and reflected on those items to spot potential legal issues. Once the senior attorney has distilled the most likely legal issues, she will turn to the student intern to perform the legal research. Initially, students need to appreciate this context so that they realize their research project is likely fitting into a much larger legal matter.

Step One. Learning About the Assignment

When a student meets with a supervising attorney to receive a research assignment, active listening alone is not enough. Tell students to bring a legal pad to every meeting and take notes! Some students have the mistaken impression that taking notes signals weakness. Their reasoning goes something like this: If I have to take notes, that shows my supervisor that I can't listen carefully enough to recall the conversation, or that I don't have perfect recall. Students need reassurance that few things make a supervising attorney worry more than a student who fails to take notes.

In addition to reassurance, students need to learn the benefits of having notes on the conversation. As legal research projects are fairly new to them, the benefits of notes will not be readily apparent. But as veterans know, notes from the initial conversation are very helpful. Notes can

1 Parts of this article are based on Chapter 3 of NORTH DAKOTA LEGAL RESEARCH by Anne E. Mullins and Tammy R. Pettinato and used with permission here.


3 Bill Chamberlain, What to Know About Your First Summer Internship, ABA Student Lawyer (Dec. 1, 2016).

4 See, e.g., Neil W. Hamilton, Changing Markets Create Opportunities: Emphasizing the Competencies Legal Employers Use in Hiring New Lawyers (Including Professional Formation/Professionalism), 65 S.C. L. REV. 547, 552 (2014) (reporting that the legal employers the author surveyed considered the ability to initiate and maintain strong relationships very important to critically important in new attorney hiring decisions). Indeed, some suggest that building relationships is the best way for junior lawyers to mitigate the effects of supervisors’ implicit biases. Erin Kelly, Encouraging Diversity and Creating Community: Research and Reflections, at the Association of Legal Writing Directors Biennial Conference at the University of Minnesota School of Law (July 21, 2017); see also Christopher L. Aberson, Michael K. Porter & Amber M. Gaffney, Friendships Influence Hispanic Students’ Implicit Attitudes Toward White Non-Hispanics Relative to African Americans, 30 HISPANIC J. BEHAVIORAL SCI. 544 (2008); Christopher L. Aberson, Carl Shoemaker & Christina Tomášik, Implicit Bias and Contact: The Role of Intercultural Friendships, 144 J. SOC. PSYCH. 335 (2004); Kristin Davies et al., Cross-Group Friendships and Intergroup Attitudes: A Meta-Analytic Review, 15 PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCH. REV. 352 (2011).
sometimes answer questions that develop a few days later and save the student from returning to the supervisor to repeat information she already gave him. Moreover, the scope of research projects frequently changes as time goes on. The supervisor could receive additional information from the client or discover a new case that impacts the initial determination of the likely legal issues. Always taking notes will help students stay on top of the research project as it grows and changes. Significantly, the best advice is to take notes on a legal pad, not on a laptop, which can feel like a barrier between the student and supervisor. Moreover, laptops can be distracting. The supervisor will be able to tell if a student is distracted by technology, even if only by a momentary email alert. (And, yes, this is true even when the supervisor is sometimes distracted by technology herself.)

In addition to taking notes, students receiving a research assignment should be thoughtful about project management from the beginning. They should ask questions about which documents to review and the logistics of the assignment. For example, are there any documents or notes that the student should review before beginning research? This could include the supervisor’s email correspondence with the client, notes on telephone calls with the client, documents that the client has sent to the supervisor to review, and if the client is a repeat client, or items from the office’s client file. Note that some legal writing instructors advise students to read the entire client file before beginning a project; explain to students that at some law offices—particularly those with cash-strapped clients or those who are working on contingency fee arrangements—taking the time to read the client file may be considered an inefficient use of resources.

Students should also ask the supervisor logistical questions about the project. For example, by when would the supervisor like the results? If the supervisor suggests a timeframe that is going to be difficult to meet, the student should know to speak up right away and offer a realistic alternative target date. The student should also ask how the supervisor would like the student to convey the results of the research. The supervisor might want an oral report, a traditional written memo, or an email memo. Finally, the student should ask whether there are cost considerations that the student should know about. A client who wants to limit expenses might prefer print or free online resources over expensive online commercial legal research providers like Lexis and Westlaw. These questions not only convey important information to the student, but also show the supervisor that the student is taking an active and thoughtful approach to project management.

Step Two. Following Up

After the initial meeting, the student should carefully review his notes. Then, he should consider drafting a follow up email to the supervisor to confirm the substance and the logistics of the assignment. The follow up email provides a natural opportunity to ask any questions that the student has developed since the meeting. Finally, the student should close by asking the supervisor to let the student know if he has missed anything. A follow up email might look something like this:

Hi Lucinda,

I am looking forward to getting started on my research for the Jeff Marlin case. To confirm, we are investigating whether Marlin has a theft of trade secrets case against his former employee, Theresa Denton. I am researching whether Marlin took steps to preserve the secrecy of his winemaking process under our state’s law. I’ll have my memo to you by next Wednesday. Finally, do we have a copy of Marlin’s winemaking manual? It might help for me to review it as I conduct my research.

Please let me know if I am missing anything.

Best,

Jamar

Note that Jamar first confirmed the substance of the assignment by summarizing the issue, whether Marlin took steps to preserve the secrecy of his winemaking process under the applicable state’s law. This allows Jamar’s
“Reassure students that it’s not a sin to miss a deadline; it is a sin not to tell the supervisor the moment the student starts to doubt his ability to meet it.”

supervisor to intervene if she wants Jamar to focus on a different issue or another jurisdiction. Jamar then confirmed the logistics (a memo is due to his supervisor on Wednesday) and asked a question that he didn’t think of during the meeting (whether there is additional material that might help the research). Finally, note that Jamar closed by asking his supervisor to respond only if Jamar was missing something. This takes the burden off of the supervisor. “Let me know if I am missing anything” appears more confident and less needy than “Do I have everything right?” When building professional relationships, inspiring the confidence of colleagues can make just as much of an impact as the underlying work.

One downside to writing a follow up email confirming the assignment is that some supervisors may find it annoying. Unless the assignment is very basic, however, the benefits of following up outweigh the risks, especially for new student interns. The reason? All too frequently, students come back from internships and groan that they embarked on a major project, only to discover upon submitting it that the supervisor actually wanted something different. Answering the call of the question is a learned skill, and it is one that many students—particularly those early in their law school careers—have yet to master. And the student is not always the problem. Lawyers can be unclear in communicating what they want (gasp!), or they may have simply forgotten what they asked the student to do. Ultimately, following up is likely worthwhile for many student interns. Phrasing the follow up email in the manner suggested above, requiring the supervisor to reply only if the student is getting something wrong, will minimize any annoyance the supervisor might feel.

Step Three. Conducting Research

The student should follow a tried and true process while conducting the research. That process should include secondary sources, primary sources, and updating. Writing out that process before beginning can ensure that the student approaches the research with intentionality and doesn’t overlook an important resource.

As the student conducts research, he will learn more about the law. And, as he learns more about the law, he will be better able to identify what additional facts he might need from the supervisor to conduct a complete analysis. Remind students to make note of all of the additional facts they might need and the additional questions that develop. Last, students should check in with their supervisors periodically for multi-week projects.

It’s possible that the research may become more complicated than either the supervisor or the student anticipated. If that happens, the student must alert his supervisor to any new concerns about meeting the initial deadline. Reassure students that it’s not a sin to miss a deadline; it is a sin not to tell the supervisor the moment the student starts to doubt his ability to meet it. If the student must raise the issue, he should be sure to suggest a realistic, revised date by which he can complete the project.

Step Four. Reporting the Results

The student will need to convey the results of the project to the supervisor. How the student does that will depend on the medium that the student was told to use. Here are some tips for each:

Oral report. After confirming that the supervisor is available, the student should be sure to have all notes on research and analysis at his fingertips. Then, the student should remind the supervisor what she asked the student to research and give the bottom line answer with a very clear “yes” or “no.” Starting with a clear answer up front will immediately focus the supervisor and allow her to thoughtfully listen to the reasons that made the student reach it. During the course of the conversation, the student should identify the key rules and tell
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5 See, e.g., Mary Garvey Algero et al., Federal Legal Research 3-20 (2d ed. 2015); Barbara J. Busharis et al., Florida Legal Research 3-10 (4th ed. 2014); Anne E. Mullins & Tammy R. Pettinato, North Dakota Legal Research 3-12 (2016).
the supervisor how they apply to the client’s situation. The student might think of this as telling the supervisor the rule and application sections of a written memo; the student won’t provide the detailed explanation of the law or rule proof unless the supervisor asks for more information.

Next, if there is information that the student doesn’t yet have that would impact the analysis, he should tell the supervisor what that information is. If the list is long, the student should provide it in written form. The student should be prepared to let the supervisor know how that information would impact the analysis.

Finally, the student should be ready to field questions and take on follow up assignments during the course of the meeting. To do so, he will want to have handy all research notes, key authorities, and notes on the analysis. The student will, of course, also want a legal pad and a pen to take notes on the conversation.

Traditional memo. If the student is reporting results in a traditional memo, he will either email it to his supervisor or bring a hard copy to the supervisor’s office. If the student is sending it via email, he should include a brief summary in the body of the email. The student should always start by reminding the supervisor what she asked him to research and then give the bottom line answer while providing a very short (one email screen) summary of the reasons for the answer. The student might also consider attaching the key authorities with the critical passages highlighted.

If the student is bringing the memo to the supervisor in hard copy, he should be prepared to also give an oral report and answer questions. The student might consider providing his supervisor with copies of the key authorities, tabbing the pages with the most critical passages, and highlighting those passages.

Email memo. If the student is reporting results in an email memo (usually more abbreviated than a traditional memo and sent in the body of an email), he should start by reminding the supervisor what she asked the student to research and provide the bottom line answer. He should follow that with a short summary of reasons for the answer. In the summary, he should identify the key rules and how they apply to the client’s facts. The student should try to limit the answer to one screen. Again, the student might consider attaching the key authorities with the critical passages highlighted.6

II. Assignments from a Client

Some student interns will have the opportunity to work directly with clients, particularly in offices that handle a high volume of cases and operate on a lean budget. In these jobs, the student will sometimes meet with clients and identify the legal issues at the outset. While the basic steps are the same whether the assignment comes from a supervisor or a client, the following steps highlight some important differences.

Step One. Preparing for the Client Meeting

If the client contacts a law office with a problem over the telephone, the student will likely set up an in-person meeting to discuss the problem and gather information. Under these circumstances, the student’s first job is to start putting a chronology together to learn the story and to understand how each part relates to the others.

The chronology of a client’s case has two parts: the written chronology and the document chronology. The written chronology has each fact, the date on which it occurred, and the source of the fact. The student should keep updating the chronology throughout the case. A written chronology is particularly important if the client’s problem develops into litigation. Not only does it provide a timeline of events; it also gives a quick reference guide to the source of each fact. This will be very helpful when the time comes to write motions and briefs. An example of a written chronology appears in Table 3-1.

6 For more on email as a professional means of communication in the law office setting, see Christine Coughlin et al., A Lawyer Writes 295-304 (2d ed. 2013); Kristen Davis, “The Reports of My Death Are Greatly Exaggerated”: Reading and Writing Objective Legal Memoranda in a Mobile Computing Age, 92 Ore. L. Rev. 472 (2014); Kristen Conrad Robbins-Tiscione, From Snail Mail to Email: The Traditional Legal Memorandum in the Twenty-First Century, 58 J. LEGAL EDUC. 32 (2008).
Table 3-1. Example Excerpted Written Chronology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9/5/2006</td>
<td>Marlin discovers process for making Reserve Chardonnay</td>
<td>Marlin depo 1:11-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/4/2007</td>
<td>Denton hired as Williamsport Winery’s head winemaker</td>
<td>Marlin depo 3:5-9, MARLIN00246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/11/2015</td>
<td>Denton quits to start her own winery</td>
<td>WW0022, Marlin depo 22:3–12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/26/2016</td>
<td>Denton introduces her copycat wine; sells 50,000 cases</td>
<td>WW00486, DEN00014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“While it can be tempting to start firing off a series of questions, it’s best for the student to ask the client to tell the entire story in her own words first.”

If the client’s problem has not yet evolved into litigation, the most likely supporting sources will be conversations with the client and the client’s documents (including emails). If the problem evolves into litigation, some of the sources will likely be depositions and documents that the other side discloses during the discovery process. The supervisor might need to explain new terms to the student, including deposition (where a lawyer questions a witness in front of a court reporter to elicit testimony) and the Bates number (page numbers that have a prefix identifying who disclosed the documents along with a page number).

In addition to the written chronology shown in Table 3-1, the student will also want to start a document chronology. A document chronology is a collection of relevant documents—correspondence between the parties, relevant contracts, and any other relevant papers—all in chronological order. Like the written chronology, the student should start the document chronology the moment the office receives documents from the client, and the student should keep it updated as the case progresses.

Unlike the assignment meeting with a supervisor, the student who gets an assignment from a client should conduct legal research in advance of the meeting. That early research will provide a refresher on the basics of the applicable law, which will in turn help the student prepare more effective questions for the client in anticipation of the meeting and develop a better sense of what documents and other materials that the student should ask to review.

On the day of the meeting, the student should select clothing thoughtfully. If the client is someone who is likely comfortable talking with a lawyer, like a local business owner, a suit might be appropriate. If the client is less likely to be comfortable talking with a lawyer, the student might consider business casual.

The next decision is where to have the client meeting. If the student is deeply involved in other cases and has documents spread around his work area, the student should try to meet in a conference room if the office has one. If the student meets the client in his work area, that area must be tidy in order to gain the client’s confidence. Additionally, the student should consider coming out from behind the desk to sit next to the client during the meeting to help the client feel more at ease.

Steps Two and Three. Conducting the Meeting and Following Up

Immediately before the client arrives, the student should minimize any potential distractions by turning off his cell phone, disabling his email alert, and holding all office telephone calls. When the client arrives, the student should greet her and make some small talk. If small talk doesn’t come naturally to the student, encourage him to prepare some questions in advance. “How was your drive?” “Can you believe all of this snow?”

Once the client is settled, the student should turn the conversation to the client’s problem. While it can be tempting to start firing off a series of questions, it’s best for the student to ask the client to tell the entire story in her own words first. As the client is talking, the student should listen actively by nodding, interjecting short responses, and asking questions when something is not clear. And of course, the student should always take notes on a legal pad. After the client finishes the story, the student
should go back through it to confirm the details, asking questions and requesting documents.

You should warn your student that sometimes clients are afraid to share the “bad facts.” The client might be embarrassed and hope that the student won’t find out about whatever it is. The student should gently encourage the client to share everything, good and bad. The student should explain that he can only provide his best help when he knows all the facts including the “bad” ones; the student can’t help as effectively when some facts come as a surprise, especially at an inopportune moment in the case, like during settlement negotiations or trial. A less direct, and often helpful, way to elicit bad facts is to ask what the other side might say. The student should then advise the client not to dispose of anything having to do with the dispute—and this includes her electronic materials, like emails.

Next, the student should lay out an initial plan of action, either stating the relevant issue or issues or telling the client what he plans to research. The student should close the meeting by letting the client know when he will be back in touch and finding out whether the client prefers to communicate in the interim by email, letter, or telephone. After the meeting, the student should usually send a brief written follow up, providing the same information as in a follow up with a supervisor but also confirming the documents the client has agreed to provide.

Steps Four and Five. Conducting the Research and Reporting Results
As with a project for a supervisor, the student should develop a plan, take notes, and check in on schedule. How the student reports his conclusions depends on the supervisor and client. Sometimes, the supervisor will assume responsibility for client contact at that point. When the student is allowed to contact the client directly, the student will do so in either a letter, email, telephone call, or an in-person meeting. In essence, the information conveyed in a letter or email will be similar to that given to a supervisor, but adjusted to suit the client’s level of legal expertise. Generally, this means reminding the client of what the student researched, giving a bottom line answer, and sharing the big picture rules governing the question and how those rules apply to the client’s facts. The student should typically not go into an in depth explanation of the law, though he should be prepared to answer client questions—particularly given that some clients will have availed themselves of Google and other free online sources that may have caused confusion or provided conflicting information.

III. A Little Psychology Goes a Long Way
Much of this article has focused on receiving and executing research assignments in a way that builds credibility and garners good will. But, of course, there’s more to relationship building than that. While an extensive review of the cognitive theory behind relationship building is beyond the scope of this article, a few tips may be helpful.

First, the common sense: People build relationships with those they like. While the criteria for who we “like” may initially appear subjective, cognitive psychologists have identified several predictors of who people are likely to like. Those predictors include the belief the person is cooperative, similar, familiar, and willing to admit weakness. Most of this article has essentially focused on cooperation by highlighting the things student interns can do to fulfill their duties in a way that establishes credibility and ensures that their supervisors can count on them to do thorough work in a manner appropriate to their environment.

In addition to cooperation, people like those who are similar to them. Notably, these similarities need not be meaningful; even similarity based on insignificant criteria can still be compelling. For example, people are much more likely to fill out a survey

---

8 Id. at 142. In addition to the listed predictors, we are also likely to like those we find physically attractive. See id. at 146; Ingrid R. Olson & Christy Marshuttz, Facial Attractiveness Is Appraised in a Glance, 5 Emotion 498, 498 (2005).
9 Cialdini, supra note 6 at 142.
Employers want to hire lawyers with not only strong research skills but also strong relationship skills.

Students should try to find things they have in common with their supervisors and clients. Not only does knowing that a student and his supervisor are, for example, avid runners give the student a way to make small talk, but also it emphasizes similarity in a way that redounds to the student’s professional benefit. In addition to liking those who are similar to ourselves, people tend to like the familiar. One reason people tend to like the familiar is that it has high processing fluency; in other words, the familiar is easier for our brains to process, and as a result, we have a natural affinity for those we perceive as familiar. Submitting written work in the format expected by supervisors capitalizes on familiarity. Being present and seen in the office is another way for students to capitalize on familiarity to their professional benefit.

People like others who acknowledge their own weaknesses and take responsibility for failure rather than blaming external factors. As noted above, students might not always be able to meet their original deadlines. They make mistakes. Students need reassertion that supervisors are not expecting perfection; they are expecting professionalism. And, as it turns out, the student who gracefully fumbles can actually improve his standing with his supervisor. Coach students to admit to mistakes immediately and offer solutions to fix them. Excuses or excuses-dressed-as-apologies will not help students save face or earn their supervisors’ good will. In fact, it will have the opposite effect.

IV. Conclusion

Employers want to hire lawyers with not only strong research skills but also strong relationship skills. Student interns have great opportunities to both develop and showcase their relationship skills when they take on research assignments for supervisors and clients. With guidance from their professors or supervisors, students can take advantage of those opportunities in ways that significantly enhance their practice-ready skill set and marketability at the same time.

Micro Essay

Researching Foreign Law in a Bunch of Common Law Jurisdictions Just Got WAY Easier!

JustisOne is an expertly designed, easy to use database with never-before-seen navigation tools that make researching foreign law fun. It houses cases from numerous common law jurisdictions such as the UK, Ireland, Australia, Canada, 18 Caribbean jurisdictions, and Singapore. Their developers created a unique legal taxonomy with more than 1.5 million terms to categorize every case across all of the included jurisdictions. Moreover, JustisOne provides an index of cases and legislation on more than 120 other services so that users can seamlessly link to relevant documents on other services.

Mind-blowing!

Ronald Wheeler, Director of the Fineman & Pappas Law Libraries, Associate Professor of Law and Legal Research, Boston University School of Law, Boston, Mass.
Meet ROSS, a new junior associate. He can read over one million pages of law in a second. He knows every court in every federal circuit. He understands with ease legal research questions posed to him in plain language, and answers within seconds. He thrives on feedback from his supervisor to improve his accuracy and performance. He gets smarter with each completion of a task. And, I almost forgot: he doesn’t take vacations, doesn’t get tired, doesn’t get frustrated, doesn’t require health insurance, doesn’t waste time reviewing irrelevant authority, doesn’t care about work/life balance, and doesn’t bill at an exorbitant hourly rate—only, ROSS isn’t human.

Welcome to the latest phase in the evolution of legal research processes: artificial intelligence. Artificial intelligence (AI) has almost as many definitions as it does applications in modern society. In the broadest sense, AI, also often referred to as cognitive computing, is an aspect of computer science that models software on human thought processes generally regarded as intelligent. This category encompasses, for example, expert systems, machine learning, natural language processing, robotics, and computer agents that perform tests to evaluate data and offer results. AI made its first major news splash in the late 1990s when IBM’s “Deep Blue” computer won several chess matches against a world champion. Not to be outdone, in 2011, IBM’s Watson computer (on which the ROSS legal research system is based) successfully competed in the game show Jeopardy! Indeed, AI’s headway into daily life in 2017 is remarkable: just ask your virtual assistant Siri or the Amazon Echo on your kitchen countertop.

AI has already shaken up many facets of lawyering. From contract analysis to e-discovery to predictive modeling (foreseeing case outcomes based on data and analytics), it would be difficult—not to mention foolish—to ignore the inroads into law practice this technology has made. For example, in 2013, a company called NexLP was created to use artificial intelligence to analyze significant quantities of data and use pattern recognition to assist clients in navigating legal issues. Recognizing this trend, in April of 2016 Vanderbilt University Law School hosted the first conference (“Watson, Esq.: Will Your Next Lawyer Be a Machine?”) dedicated to the future of AI in the legal profession. And students are catching on with increasing fervor by creating computer systems that, although not purely intelligent machines, can replace tasks lawyers once performed, such as the tool “DoNotPay” that handles basic legal aid questions related to everything from parking tickets to immigration matters through a free, online Q&A chat now available in all 50 states.

Back to ROSS. According to one of its creators, it is “an artificially intelligent attorney designed to help with legal research . . . using machine learning and natural language processing.” Gone are the days of typing in awkward Boolean terms and connectors, say proponents, not to mention flipping through hundreds of pages in a treatise to find a relevant chapter. Simply pose a question out loud as you would speaking to an actual lawyer (“Are oil and
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1 http://www.nexlp.com/ (last visited February 2, 2018) (highlighting legal services relating to e-discovery, fraud investigation, information governance, and defensible deletion).

2 https://donotpay-search-master.herokuapp.com/ (last visited February 2, 2018). I am fortunate to enjoy a front row seat to this new type of student work: at Suffolk University Law School, all first year students in the fall of 2016 were introduced to automated legal tools and taught basic coding using the program QnAMarkup: http://www.qnamarkup.org/ (last visited May 26, 2017). For more information on Suffolk Law’s Institute on Law Practice Technology & Innovation, see http://legaltech.suffolk.edu/ (last visited February 2, 2018).

3 Arruda, supra note 2.
gas leases executory contracts?

and let ROSS give a basic answer in seconds, provide supporting sources, and offer suggested readings. ROSS was first introduced in the Bankruptcy practice area in 2015 (meaning that the system’s knowledge was limited to that subject matter), but is expanding into Intellectual Property and Labor & Employment. In 2016, several large law firms (Baker Hostetler and Latham & Watkins, among the most notable) “hired” ROSS and, in the now all-too-familiar era of law firms seeking to cut costs and offer more efficient representation, sang its praises.

So what?

ROSS is making some headway in the legal profession, but does it deserve a place in the law school curriculum? Do legal research and writing professors and librarians need to pay attention to ROSS? Do we starting teaching it? What would that look like? Should we be lecturing about AI after we introduce Westlaw and Lexis? Can we stop telling students to craft appropriate research inquiries in everyday, plain language?

No. At least, not yet. And probably not anytime soon. For starters, this tool is far from ubiquitous. As mentioned, ROSS is primarily in the larger, private law firm sector, for now. It is limited to discrete practice areas. Use in law schools is scant, and more so in the legal technology context as opposed to the research curriculum. Duke, Northwestern, and Vanderbilt are featured as partners on the ROSS Intelligence website, which notes that law schools “use ROSS free of charge.” According to the Manager of Strategic Partnerships at ROSS Intelligence, the company is open to exploring narrow and purposeful partnerships with law schools based on: (a) ROSS's current subject matter capabilities; (b) its social mission of “democratizing” access to justice; and (c) a school’s particular need and niche (for example, a legal technology or clinical setting).

On the flip side, however, professors may not want to turn a blind eye to AI. It is not difficult to imagine a scenario where the ROSS system (or a similar tool) grows in popularity and spreads to smaller firms and perhaps even government offices very soon. Indeed, I agree with ROSS’s Head of Legal Research that clients are “increasingly unwilling to pay for” expensive research, and pressure to explore alternative options will mount. What is more, a tool such as ROSS is well-positioned to benefit in the next several years from the bright spotlight shining on the need to expand and improve delivery of legal services through more efficient, less expensive, and non-traditional tools.

The bottom line for the legal research and writing community at this early stage of artificial intelligence legal research is to be aware. Ignorance about this innovation in the field would mimic early disregard of Westlaw and Lexis years ago, when some among us held firm to teaching students to check the pocket part or peruse a descriptive word index to find the needle in the library haystacks. In many ways, ROSS and other emerging tools such as Casetext’s CARA (Case Analysis Research Assistant) and

---

4 This example was included in a presentation by one of ROSS’s co-founders at the AI and the Law Conference in the spring of 2016 at Vanderbilt University Law School, and is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LF08X5_TJsC (last visited February 2, 2018).

5 Countless sources in recent years have reported business clients’ reduced spending on legal services, increased competition in the legal market, and pressure on law firms to invest in innovation and cost-saving measures. See, e.g., 2016 REPORT ON THE STATE OF THE LEGAL MARKET (Thomson Reuters Peer Monitor & Center for the Study of the Legal Profession, Georgetown University 2016), https://peermonitor.thomsonreuters.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/2016_PM_GT_Final_Report.pdf

6 www.rossintelligence.com (last visited February 2, 2018) (“ROSS is a tool to help improve our work processes, reduce costs, and ultimately generate better results for our clients.”).
CARA Brief Finder\(^{13}\) are to Westlaw and Lexis what those databases were to case reporters and hard copy statutory compilations years ago. Sure, instructors lament how Google and natural language searching (itself a form of AI) in databases such as Lexis Advance\(^{14}\) can turn students into passive receivers of information who jump at the first bone thrown their way, instead of the proactive, analytical go-getters of old who dive deep into the murkiness of the law. But those Googling-coding-start-up-developing-Generation Y students are tomorrow’s lawyers. It remains our job to craft their skills as best we can, cognizant that we may not know the precise research platform they will eventually use.

My recommendation, then, is this: briefly introduce the existence of artificially intelligent legal research systems, but tie them to the more relevant “Google” natural language searching context for students to reinforce universal principles about good research practices. Do not rush to “teach” AI. In fact, I have never used the full ROSS research system, as is likely the case with most readers. An Advanced Writing or Research elective course could offer more syllabus space to explore a system such as ROSS or CARA, but I suspect most agree the first-year research and writing curriculum is already jam-packed with little room to add more material. First year professors could, however, show students the ROSS website (or assign an introductory video such as the founder’s TED Talk\(^{15}\)) as a contemporary twist for today’s students on some good-ol’ lessons:

- **Planning and organizing:** even before posing a question to ROSS, a lawyer would need to interview, fact-gather, strategize, and understand the nature of a client’s legal problem.
- **Context:** a lawyer who takes ROSS’s first “answer” at face value without even a moment’s pause risks making the same errors that have plagued law students for decades: what jurisdiction? How recent? Is it a primary source? Is it dicta? Are the facts from a particular case easily distinguishable? Is a new policy concern applicable? Would an administrative regulation be more appropriate?
- **Careful reading, processing and understanding:** What good is a quick answer from an AI system (or the top result from a Google search or Westlaw query, for that matter) if a lawyer cannot comprehend its significance, confidently ignore irrelevant aspects, place it in the “big picture” of a particular area of law, discuss it with a client, argue it to a judge, or explain it in a brief?
- **Competence:** Students cannot be reminded enough in the research context that the first professional obligation of a lawyer (literally, Rule 1.1 of the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct) is to provide competent representation, which specifically includes thoroughness. Perhaps it is coming in the not-so-distant future, but I cannot imagine a scenario today where sole reliance on one spoken “answer” from a machine obtained in seconds qualifies as such.

In sum, it is not the development of new AI tools that unnerves me as much as it is lawyers’ use (misuse?) of them. ROSS would be a helpful associate to have on board, as long as his colleagues exercised the necessary caution, professionalism, and perspective in using him on a client’s behalf. In other words, if an intelligent machine can someday “transform” our students’ more mundane tasks to make room for more important and stimulating legal work, then I’m all for it. Welcome to the team, ROSS.


\(^{15}\) Supra, note 1.
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All legal educators recognize that critical reading is one of the most important skills we teach our students. For that reason, one of the primary goals of the law school curriculum, particularly in the first year, is to help students develop this vital skill. But the act of reading itself has changed in recent years due to the increased use of digital technologies and the variety of new reading behaviors they have spawned. Indeed, the very definition of what it means to read is changing such that teachers and their students may now understand this very fundamental skill quite differently. Consequently, teachers are now facing new challenges when they are already under great pressure to make students practice ready at a time when many students arrive at law school less prepared than ever in basic competencies like reading and writing.

Fortunately, Professor Naomi Baron, a linguistics scholar and Director of the Center for Teaching, Research and Learning at American University, has published a new book called Words on Screen: The Fate of Reading in a Digital World that discusses these trends and their implications for the classroom.¹ Her book is an informative guide for any LRW professor interested in better understanding the reading habits of today’s students in order to address the classroom challenges they present. Though there are other books that discuss reading from a cognitive science perspective by focusing on the mental processes involved, Professor Baron’s book may be unique in its focus on how reading behaviors, the medium, and the chosen platform all converge to influence the overall reading experience.² The picture she describes of reading in the digital age turns out to be much more nuanced and idiosyncratic than one might expect.

Baron’s book discusses numerous studies, both her own and those of others, that examine the reading practices of college-aged students in particular. Since entering law students generally fall into the same demographic as the groups Baron studied, her book offers valuable insight to LRW professors about how today’s law students read. Perhaps more significantly, Baron observes that reading and writing are “joined at the hip,” by which she means that a student’s approach to reading is often reflected in how the student approaches writing as well.³ Thus, by training students to be more proficient readers, we might also be able to help them become better writers too.

For legal educators, one of the big takeaways from Baron’s book is that we cannot easily generalize about the reading habits of so-called “digital natives” or their preferred reading platforms. For instance, while college-age students are among the most obsessive users of mobile devices who always seem to be glued to their screens, poll after poll has shown that when it comes to doing schoolwork, most prefer conventional textbooks over digital ones. Far from being a dead format, print is still very much alive and kicking among the wired generation, at least for certain tasks. And though sales figures for e-books are a closely guarded industry secret, Baron reports that the demand for them among the general public has leveled off in recent years and may have even flattened.⁴ In terms of overall sales, traditional hard copy books are still vastly more

¹ Naomi S. Baron, Words On Screen: The Fate of Reading in a Digital World (Oxford Press 2015).
³ Baron, supra note 1, at 25, 45.
⁴ Id., at 191.
If students perceive the material as being less important, it follows that they will likely put less effort into understanding it. If students perceive the material as being less important, it follows that they will likely put less effort into understanding it. For instance, Baron’s research suggests that students are less likely to re-read electronic text regardless of the device used to view it compared to the same material presented to them in hard copy. Obviously, this has serious implications for legal educators since students should be re-reading nearly all of their assignments in law school to better understand the deeper, underlying meaning of that material. Indeed, the very purpose of most of these assignments is to show students that they haven’t read the material carefully enough. And with longer texts in particular, Baron found that students may be less likely to even finish an electronic document compared to a hard copy version of the same material.

Keep in mind that digital devices like smartphones and e-readers, which are now so ubiquitous, didn’t exist ten years ago. Consequently, only a short time ago none of this was an issue for LRW professors to grapple with when designing reading assignments for class. But today, there are a variety of reading devices and platforms that include

---

1 See id., at 7, 191 (although the sales of e-books which didn’t even exist just a few years ago has grown exponentially since their introduction, they still only account for about 20% of total book sales in the U.S., where sales are by far the strongest, and have sold only a fraction of that in Europe and Japan).

2 Id., at 39.

3 See id., at 43.

4 Id., at 84, 165.

5 Id., at 108.

“Teachers must now think about how both the medium and device affect the student’s perception of, and interaction with, the material . . .”

smartphones, tablets, and dedicated e-readers, in addition to laptops, desktops, books, and hard copy documents, which vary in functionality and the reading experience they each provide. Teachers must now think about how both the medium and device affect the student’s perception of, and interaction with, the material which, in turn, affects their engagement with the underlying ideas.11 Further complicating matters, Baron finds that readers often have very idiosyncratic tastes when it comes to their choice of medium and reading platform. So, while most readers nowadays may prefer to get their news electronically by smartphone or desktop device, for pleasure reading many still prefer traditional books. And within that broad category of pleasure reading, the same person who likes to read a hard copy version of a best-selling biography at home or at the beach might opt instead to read a romance novel on a dedicated e-reading device while traveling.12 And while surveys show that college-age students prefer the lower cost and convenience of e-textbooks, when it comes to reading and understanding challenging material for class, print is still king.13 As alluded to previously, teachers also need to recognize that not all digital devices are created equal when it comes to the type of reading experience they provide. Generally speaking, digital devices that have an internet connection like smartphones and tablets are much more likely to create reader distractions that interfere with comprehension than those devices that lack such a connection. Among dedicated e-reading devices, those that permit readers to take notes and highlight text may increase reader engagement compared to devices without those features.

Baron further notes there are several reasons why print has advantages over its electronic counterpart in terms of reader comprehension and retention, in addition to the lack of distraction-causing interconnectivity. Chief among them, conventional books require the reader to physically engage with the printed page in ways that seem to enhance understanding even compared to dedicated e-reading devices that readers must hold to use. Research suggests that when it comes to the kind of serious cognitive engagement needed to tackle difficult material, a reading strategy that engages both the mind and the body is better than one that doesn’t.14 Thus, studies suggest that the physical properties of books help orient the reader within the material—for example, how far in the story she has travelled and how much farther she has to go—which puts the smaller pieces into a larger context that helps the reader understand the big picture.15 Related to that, the overall feel and haptics of a book help to engage the reader in ways that electronic devices do not.16 Finally, the reader who is able to write margin notes and highlight the printed page may be more engaged in the material both cognitively and physically than the reader using an electronic device. Research suggests that these advantages hold true even when comparing print to e-reading devices that incorporate note-taking and highlighting features.17 None of this is to say that electronic devices are per se inferior to books. To the contrary, digital devices have advantages that may encourage reader engagement even more so than traditional books. The same internet connectivity that causes reader distraction, for example, can be leveraged to better engage students with hyperlinks that allow them to explore the material in more depth at their own pace. An internet-enabled device can also turn reading into a social activity with the potential to engage students in ways that traditional books could never match.18 Electronic devices can also make reading a multimedia experience by incorporating features like video and sound. Learning theory tells us that,

11 See Baron, supra note 1, at 211.
12 Id., at 63.
13 Id., at 78, 80.
15 Id., at 296.
16 Haptics refers to the sense of touch and tactile experience of interacting with physical objects. Interestingly, some smartphones now include an adjustable haptics function intended to enhance the user experience.
17 See Baron, supra note 1, at 29-30.
18 Id., at 40.
generally speaking, lessons that target multiple senses like sight, sound, and touch are pedagogically more effective than those strategies that don’t. Finally, some commentators observe that, if they don’t already, e-textbooks will soon be able to gather analytical data about reader use which educators can use to improve course content and design.

All LRW professors are familiar with the saying that “there’s no such thing as good writing, only good re-writing.” That is, to teach students to be better writers, we have to train them to work through multiple drafts as a way to refine their ideas. Baron says the same is true about training students to be better readers; it’s all about showing them the importance of being good re-readers. Re-reading is a bona fide skill that can require learning new habits like focus, attention, and good note-taking, all of which can be taught. To take one example, researchers studying the practice of highlighting have found better, as well as less effective, techniques that may either enhance or detract from the reader’s deeper engagement with the text. All of the foregoing underscores the point that reading is not a passive activity, rather it is a contact sport that students can learn to do better through practice.

In sum, Words on Screen reveals that reading is a more complex activity than meets the eye. Individual reading strategies, the chosen platform, and the medium all play a role in how much students engage with the underlying ideas reflected in the text. Changing any of these variables can affect the reader’s relationship with the text and ultimately impact how much they understand and retain the content. For LRW professors, the value of Baron’s book is that it can help us become more aware of the need to train students in a range of reading styles and platforms that they can learn to toggle between, depending on the task at hand. For us and our students, being an effective reader in the digital age is about knowing how to pick the right tool for each job.

---

19 Id., at 110-11.


21 See Baron, supra note 1, at 222.
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